MINUTES OF THE UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

July 12, 2000

Members Present: Dowling (ARCH); Hughes (ECE); McMath (PROVOST); Moran (CHEM); Sankar (AE); Schneider (MGT); Wills (ECE)

1. Fifty-Nine student petitions were reviewed by the committee, all were approved unless noted:
   - Forty-one – were readmitted Fall 2000
   - Four – were denied readmission Fall 2000
   - Six – withdrew past the deadline (1 denied)
   - Three – have grades changed to W’s (1 denied)
   - One – to substitute ARCH courses for COA courses
   - One – to graduate with credit short of required credit for ME
   - One – to graduate hour short in social science (denied)
   - One – to appeal decision to deny withdrawal of MATH 1501 (denied)
   - One – waiver of ten-year rule

2. Fourteen students were approved to transfer from the Cooperative Plan to the Regular Plan.
3. Forty students have been dropped from the Cooperative Program.
4. The Dean of Student Services reported the following actions:
   - AE – one student
     will receive a grade of "0" on assignment in question in MGT 2200B for Spring 2000.
   - CS – one student
     placed on suspension through Summer 2000.
   - EE – one student
     placed on disciplinary probation through August 24, 2000; will receive an overall grade of "F" in CS 1311 for Spring 2000.
   - HTS – one student
     placed on disciplinary probation through Summer 2000; will receive an overall grade of "F" in HTS 3102 Spring 2000.
ISYE – two students placed on suspension through Fall 2001; will receive an overall grade of "F" in ME 3322 Spring 2000.

ISYE – one student placed on probation through August 23, 2000; will receive an overall grade of "F" in CS 1311 Summer 2000.

MGT – one student placed on suspension for Summer 2000; will receive an overall grade of "F" in MGT 4056/6056 Spring 2000.

MGT – four students will receive a grade of "0" on assignment in question in MGT 2200B Spring 2000.

GT – one student placed on disciplinary probation through August 30, 2000; will receive an overall grade of "F" Spring 2000.

----------------------------------------

Adjourned,

M. Jo McIver
Registrar